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Constrained shortest path problems have many applications in areas like network routing, 
investments planning and project evaluation as well as in some classical combinatorial problems 
with high duality gaps where even obtaining feasible solutions is a difficult task in general. 
We present in this paper a systematic method for obtaining good feasible solutions to hard 
(doubly constrained) shortest path problems. The algorithm is based essentially on the concept 
of efficient solutions which can be obtained via parametric shortest path calculations. The com- 
putational results obtained show that the approach proposed here leads to optimal or very good 
near optimal solutions for all the problems studied. 
From a theoretical point of view, the most important contribution of the paper is the statement 
of a pseudopolynomial algorithm for generating the efficient solutions and, more generally, for 
solving the parametric shortest path problem. 
1. Introduction and problem statement 
We study here the shortest path problem in a graph, with an additional constraint 
in the form of a double sided inequality. Let G= [N, U] be an oriented connected 
graph where N={l,2,..., n) is the set of nodes and U = { 1,2,. . . , m} is the set of 
arcs. We denote by u = (i,j) the arc where i is the initial node and j the terminal 
node. To each arc u E U we attach two integers: 
l cu, the cost incurred by traversing arc u, and 
l rur the quantity of some resource used when traversing arc u. 
The c, and ru can take on any values provided that G contains no negative circuit 
with respect to c,. Given an upper bound T; and a lower bound c on the total amount 
of the given resource to be used, we address the problem of finding a minimum cost 
elementary path P between two specified nodes s (origin) and t (destination) such 
that the additional resource constraint (double sided inequality) ~5 CuaP r,sF is 
satisfied. 
To any elementary path P between s and t in G we associate its characteristic 
vector x=(x1,x2,..., x,) E {0, l}m such that x,, = 1 if and only if u E P. Let G’ be a 
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subgraph of G. Then, for any pair of nodes i andj (ifj) of this subgraph G’, we 
denote by X,j(G’) the set of all characteristic vectors of elementary i-j paths in G’. 
Let 
c.x= c c,,x, and r ‘x = c rl,xl,. 
I, t U Ilt u 
The doubly constrained shortest path problem may be formulated as: 
[ DCSP] minimize C’X, 
subject to r_(r.xSF, 
k X,,(G). 
It is noticed that the above formulation includes, as a special case, the shortest 
path problem with one equality constraint (take r= P). 
An important application of this formulation to the resolution of hard knapsack 
problems is studied, among other applications, in [13] and in [12]. In these refer- 
ences we show how to transform equality constrained knapsack problems into 
doubly constrained shortest path problems where the values r and J are usually 
different. 
Previous work on constrained shortest path problems has been carried out along 
two main directions: 
l The study of the shortest path problem with one single inequality constraint, 
later on referred to as [SCSP] (see Joksch [7], Minoux [lo], and Handler & Zang 
[6]). A good survey of its applications can be found in Minoux [lo], including 
scheduling on probabilistic PERT networks, optimal network expansion subject to 
a budgetary constraint, shortest path on probabilistic graphs and routing in com- 
munication networks. 
l The study of time constrained shortest path problems arising in the context of 
railroad networks management (see Halpern & Priess [5]) and routing problems with 
time windows in transportation networks (see Desrosiers, Soumis & Desrochers 
PI). 
The doubly constrained shortest path problem [DCSP] (with the requirement that 
the optimal path should be elementary) does not seem to have been studied so far. 
In an early paper by Saigal [14] it is shown that the equality constrained problem 
can be converted into a cardinality constrained shortest path problem on an asso- 
ciated graph; however, non-elementary paths can be obtained as solutions. 
Problem [DCSP] is NP-complete (see Ribeiro [13]). Problem [SCSP] is also NP- 
complete, as it was shown by N. Meggido (see Carey & Johnson [4]). One argument 
which explains why [DCSP] is usually much harder than [SCSP] is that it includes 
as a special case the knapsack problem with an equality constraint. In particular, 
it may be easily realized that even finding feasible solutions to [DCSP] is a difficult 
task in itself. The purpose of this paper is actually to devise a procedure for gener- 
ating good feasible solutions to the doubly constrained shortest path problem. 
The approach presented here relies on the concept of efficient solutions, and 
on a fast algorithm for generating the efficient solutions via parametric shortest 
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path computations. From a theoretical point of view, an important contribution 
of the paper is the design of a pseudopolynomial algorithm for solving the general 
parametric shortest path problem. This extends a previous result obtained by Karp 
& Orlin [8] on a special case of parametric shortest paths. 
2. A heuristic approach based on the concept of efficient solutions 
Basic to the approach presented here is a partition {N,,Nf,N,) of the set N of 
nodes of G such that seN, and t E N2. Let Gr (resp. G2) be the subgraph of G 
induced by N, U Nf (resp. NfU N2) with arc set Ut (resp. U,). We call partial sob- 
tion of [DCSP] with respect to the partition {N,, Nf, N,) the characteristic vector 
y(j) associated to a path from s to j E NJ which takes only arcs of U, . We call final 
solution of [DCSP] with respect to the partition {N,,Nf,N,} the characteristic 
vector z(j) associated to a path from j E Nf to t which takes only arcs of U,. 
We define the cost of the partial solution having y(j) as characteristic vector as 
c(v(j)) = Cut”, cur,(j), and, analogously, we define its resource consumption as 
&y(j))= Cueu, r,y,(j). 
A partial solution r(j) combined with a final solution z(j) gives rise to a path 
from s to t in G which will be denoted y(j) @z(j). The approximate algorithm to 
be described here is based on a systematic way of generating a subset of partial 
solutions (later on referred to as efficient solutions) and combining them with all 
possible final solutions (obtained by enumeration), so as to produce good feasible 
solutions of [DCSP]. Thus, in general, the partition {N,,Nf,N,} will be chosen in 
such a way that the cardinalities of the sets X,,(G,) of final solutions are not too 
large. Also, in most cases, NJ will be taken as an s-t disconnecting set of vertices 
(i.e., a subset of vertices which are met by any s-t path in G). 
In order to introduce the concept of efficient solution, let us consider a mathe- 
matical programming problem in the general form: 
[Ql f(x*) = Min f(x) 
subject to g;(x)=0 (i=1,2,...,m) 
XEXC R”, 
wherefandg,(i=1,2,..., m) are real convex functions on If?, and X is a subset of 
R” (for our purpose here, it is enough to assume that X is finite). To each con- 
straint g;(x) = 0 we attach a multiplier Ai (unconstrained in sign), which can be 
interpreted as a penality associated with the violation of the constraint, and we 
define the lagrangian function as 
111 
W,~) =f(x) + c A;g,(x) =f(x)+A.g(x). 
,=I 
For any given set of multipliers J., the so-called dual function value w(A) is then 
obtained by solving 
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IQ (J-11 w(I) = Min L(x, A) 
subject to XEX, 
and the following unconstrained maximization problem 
is called the dual program corresponding to [Q]. 
Duality has been known for a long time as a very fundamental tool in mathemati- 
cal programming from both theoretical and practical points of view (for a fairly 
complete survey see e.g., Minoux [ll]). The main result which will be extensively 
used in the rest of the paper is the following: 
Theorem 1 (Everett [3]). Take ;i E Rm and /et K be the opfimal solution of [Q(l)]. 
Then K is the optimal solution of the (perturbed) problem 
F’QI Min f(x) 
subject to gi(x)=gi@) (i=1,2,...,m) 
XEX, 
i.e., the problem deduced from [Q] by changing the right-hand sides of the con- 
straints to g;(Z) (i= 1,2, . . . , m). 
Proof. See Everett [3]. 0 
In view of Theorem 1 above, we shall call an efficient solution of [Q] any REX 
for which there exists 1 E Rm such that K is an optimal solution of [Q(X)]. The 
importance of efficient solutions thus lies on their being the optimal solutions of 
some perturbed problems closely related to the original problem. 
Considering the doubly constrained shortest path problem [DCSP], it seems that 
efficient partial solutions should be considered as good candidates to be combined 
with final solutions, in order to get approximate solutions of [DCSP]. Thus, for any 
j E Nf, we denote by El the set of all efficient solutions of the problem 
[Pjl Min c(Y(A) 
subject to r( y(j)) = 0, 
~(j)~xx~(G). 
For /I E R, let L,(y, ,I) = c(y) + Ar(y) be the lagrangian function of problem [Pi]. 
All the efficient solutions of IPj] can be obtained by solving 
Ipj CA>1 Lj(_W,A),A) = MinL,(y,A) 
subject to y E X,, (G,) 
for all ,I E [~min, &,,,I, where Imin (resp. A,,, ) is the smallest (resp. the greatest) 
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value of J. for which G, has no negative length circuits with respect to the lengths 
c, + Ar, on the arcs u E U,. 
A geometrical interpretation of the efficient solutions can be given by considering 
the piecewise linear concave function of one variable defined by w,(A) = 
Lj(_V(j,A),A). The efficient solutions which correspond to the various segments of 
Wj(A) are separated by a (finite) number of breakpoints Ak. In the next section we 
present an algorithm for obtaining the breakpoints and the efficient solutions. 
3. An algorithm for generating the efficient solutions 
A straightforward way of implementing the efficient solutions generation would 
be the following: take each je NJ in turn, and, for that particular j, determine all 
the breakpoints in A for the function Lj(Y(j, A), A), thus providing the whole set of 
paths EJ. Such a procedure, however, would be computationally inefficient, since 
the informations obtained during the generation of the efficient solution set E/ for 
some HEN’ are not used in the generation of Ek for k#j. 
As we now proceed to show, a good way of reducing the computational effort 
is to simultaneously generate all efficient solutions for all j E Nf by considering, for 
each 1, the whole shortest path tree with respect to the lengths c, + Ar, on the arcs. 
It will be seen in Section 3.4 below that this appoach leads to a nice complexity result 
(namely a pseudopolynomial algorithm) which generalizes a previous result by Karp 
& Orlin [8] for a special class of parametric shortest path problems. 
3.1. Shortest path tree and efficient solutions 
Let [PA(k)] denote the problem of calculating the shortest path tree A(A) = 
[N, U &, r/(h)] from s to all nodes of N, U iVf, with respect to the lengths c, + At-,. 
The optimal solution ~(j, A) of problem [P,(A)] is also the unique s-j path in this 
tree. Solving problem [PA(A)] and not the problems [P,(A)] one by one for each 
node j E NJ allows important computational savings. 
It may be difficult to calculate explicitly the values of l,i, and Amax (minimum 
and maximum values of 1 for which there are no negative circuits in the graph G 
with respect to the costs c, +lr,). During Algorithm 1, described later on, these 
calculations will be avoided by considering two phases: 
(a) Phase I: solving problems [PA(A)] for J. increasing from 0 to A,,,. 
(b) Phase II: solving problems [PA(A)] for I decreasing from 0 to &,. 
Each of these phases will terminate as soon as it has obtained a breakpoint I such 
that the graph G, has a negative circuit with respect to the lengths c,+Xr,. 
3.2. Reducing the set of efficient solutions 
We show here how to avoid generating efficient solutions that can not produce 
feasible solutions to problem [DCSP]. Let r,i,(j) and r,,,(j) be respectively the 
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lengths of the shortest path and of the longest path from jtzNf to t, taking ru as 
the cost of arc u E U: 
where r(zW) = ClleLJI r,z,(j). 
A partial solution y(j) might generate a feasible solution of [DCSP] only if 
r-r,,,(j) 5 r(y(j)) 5 r- rmin(j). 
Thus, it is sufficient to consider just the efficient solutions satisfying this condition. 
For A, <a, let ~(j,At) and j(j,A,) be the optimal solutions to the problems 
Pj(~l) and I’,(&). Theorem 2 below is basic to the algorithm under study: 
Theorem 2. V_KLAl>#_KiA2), then r(y(j,a2))<r(~(j,a1)). 
Proof. If J(j,A,)#_$Q,A,) there exists at least one value 2 E(~,,L*] such that 
c(B(j,At)) +Xr(J(_i,L,)) = c(~(j,~,))+Xr(8(j,~,)). 
Since J(j,L,) is an optimal solution to problem P,(A,), we have 
c(g(j,~,))+~,Y(Y(j,~,))<c(y(j,~2))+/1,r(~(j,~2)). 
Subtracting these equations we have 
(13, -J)r(J(j,AI))<(A1 -;i)rMLM) 
and then r(y(j,A,))>r(_P(j,A2)) since n,<X. 0 
Since an equivalent property holds for phase II, these results can be used in order 
to avoid obtaining efficient solutions that cannot produce feasible solutions to 
[DCSP]: it suffices to stop all calculations during phase I as soon as r(p(j, A))< 
r-r,,,,(j) and during phase II as soon as r(jJ(j, A))>?- r,i,(j) for all jENf. 
3.3. Finding the breakpoints in I. 
Remember that A(L) = [N, UN,, U(L)] is the tree defined as the solution of the 
problem PA(A), having s as its root. We define w(i,A(A)) as the path from s to i 
within A(A). This path is the current optimal path corresponding to the solution of 
the problem [P;(n)]. For each arc u = (i, j) let 
dt(A(A), u) = c(w(i,A(A))) + c, - c(w(j,A(A))), 
&(A@.), u) = r(w(i,A(J.))) + ru - r(w(j,A(A))). 
Assuming A positive, we also define 
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6, = 
-d,(A(A), uV&(A(A), ~1, if 4(A(A), u) < 0, 
+a, otherwise. 
Theorem 3 below will be used to obtain the next breakpoint immediately following 
A10: 
Theorem 3. Let 6, = min,, ,,, {6,} and ii =(i,j). Then, for any YE [A,S,], A(A) is 
the solution to the problem PA(y). 
Proof. Let n(i) = c(w(i, A(A))) + ,lr(w(i, A(A))). Then, for any y E [A, S,] and for 
any u=(i,j)EU,, 
n(j) - 71(i) 5 cl, + yr,. 
Thus the values z(i) satisfy the optimality conditions for the problem P,(y) and 
A(A) is its optimal solution. 0 
The breakpoint immediately following A LO is thus 1 =a,. For y> au, A(A) is no 
longer the optimal solution to [PA(y)]. 
We denote by P(A(A), i) the set of nodes k of N, UNf such that the node i 
belongs to the path from s to k within A(A). Let A,(A) be the graph obtained by 
introducing the arc u=(i,j) in the tree A(A) and deleting from it the unique arc 
u = (/,j) E Li(A) having the same terminal endpoint as u. If i$ P@(A), j), then A,(A) 
is a tree, otherwise a circuit is formed within A,(A). Theorem 4 below enables us 
to obtain the solution of the new problem [PA(X)] without having to solve explicitly 
a shortest path problem: 
Theorem 4. Let 2 =6,, 6, being defined as in Theorem 3. If A,(2) is a tree, then 
A,,(A) = A(6,) is the solution of the problem [PA(d 
Proof. We consider the tree A,(A) and we define 
c(w(k4A~N) = 




r(w(k,A(~)))+d,(A(~),a), if kEP(AU),.G, 
r(wW,W))), otherwise. 
For all nodes k $ P(A(,l), j), w(k, A,(A)) = w(k, A(A)). For all nodes k E P(A(A), j) 
we have 
c(w(k,A,(/1)))+G,r(w(k,A,(~))) = c(w(k,A(~)))+6,r(w(k,A(~))), 
since 6, = -d,(A(I), z2)/d2(A(A), ii). By the definition of 6,, we get 
c(w(k, A(A))) + &r(w(k, A(l))) = c(w(k, A(&))) + G,r(w(k,A(6,))) 
and thus the tree A,(A) is the optimal solution to the problem [PA(a 0 
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This theorem makes it posible to obtain the solution of the problem [Pn(Ga)] 
from the solution of the problem [PA(A)] without recomputing explicitly the 
shortest path tree. Negative circuits are identified using Theorem 5 below: 
Theorem 5. If the graph Aa(A) is not a tree, then it has a zero-length circuit with 
respect to the arc lengths c, + 6,r,. 
Proof. If A,(A) is not a tree, then iEP(A(A),j). Let d be the length of the circuit 
formed within A,(A). Then, 
d = c(w(i,A(~)))-c(w(j,A(~)))+c,+G,[r(w(i,A(~)))-r(w(j,A(~)))+r,l 
d = d, (A(A), ii) + &d,(A(A), ii) = 0. 0 
Finding a zero-length circuit within the graph A,(A) corresponds to solving a 
problem [PA(~a)] with a zero-length circuit. In this case we can terminate gener- 
ating the efficient solutions, since from this value of /z on, there will be always 
negative circuits. 
3.4. An algorithm for generating the efficient solutions 
We present below an algorithm for the generation of the efficient solutions. A 
balanced tree is used to store the values 6, for all u E U. This kind of data structure 
enables the insertion or the deletion of an element from it in O(log n) operations, 
where n is the number of elements already stored in the tree (for more details about 
balanced trees, see Knuth [9] and Aho, Hopcroft & Ullman [l]). 
Algorithm 1 (generation of the efficient solutions) 
Step 0. Let 2 = 0, Ej = 0 and k, = 0 Vj E Nf. 
Solve the problem [PA(x)] obtaining the tree A@) as its solution. 
For alljeNf, let #j(j)=~(j,x) and EjtEjU{yk’(j)). 
For all u E U, compute 
6, = 
i 
-d,(A(J), u)/d,(A(x), u), if d,(A(;i), u) < 0, 
+@J, otherwise. 
Build the balanced tree with the values 6,. 
Step I. Let A + 1 and obtain from the balanced tree the breakpoint 2 immediately 
following A > 0, i.e., 
X = 6, = fi; (6,) and il = (i, j). 
If x= +a~, then go to step 5. 
Step 2. Let Aa be the graph obtained from the solution A(L) of the problem 
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solved previously by inserting u = (i, j) and deleting u = (/,j) from u(A). If A,(A) is 
a tree, the solution A(;i)=A,(A) of the problem [PA(x)] is such that 
4W,4X))) = 
c(w(k,A(~)))+d,(A(~),a), if ~EWW),~), 
c(wG A(A))), otherwise, 
r(W,A(J))) = 
r(W,W))) + d264(A), ii), if k E WW),.O, 
r(w(k A(A))) 
3 > otherwise, 
P(A@),k) = P(A(A),k), k#i and k#l 
P(A(X), i) = &4(A), i) U P(A(A),j), and 
P(A(J), I) = &J(A), I) - P(A(A),j). 
Step 3. If Au(A) is not a tree or if r(y(j,X))<r-rmax(j) V~EN~, then go to step 5. 
Otherwise, for all j E NJ such that the conditions r- rmax 1 ( ‘)~r(g(j,X))~P-rr,i,(j) 
and ~(j, I) #~(j, A) hold, set: 
kj+kj+l, ~~j(j)=~(j,X) and Ej’EjU{Yk’(j)}. 




-dt(A(X), u)/d,(A(;I), u), if d,(A(X), u) < 0, 
+a, otherwise. 
Update the balanced tree and go back to step 1. 
Step 5. Let 2 = 0, k,,,(j) = kj and kj =0 VjENf. Solve the problem [PA(I)] 
obtaining the tree A(X) as its solution. For all u E U, compute: 
6, = 
L 
-d,(A(X), u)/d,(A(X), u), if d,(A(;i), u) > 0, 
-03, otherwise. 
Build the balanced tree with the new values of 6,,. 
Step 6. Let A + 2 and obtain from the balanced tree the breakpoint 1 immediately 
following A < 0, with 
X = 6, = m,“,” (6,) and u = (ij). 
If 2 =-m, then go to step 10. 
Step 7. Obtain the solution A(X)=A,(A) of the problem [PA(x)] as in step 2. 
Step 8. If A,(A) is not a tree or if r(J( j, 2)) > r- rmin( j) Vj E Nf, then go to step 10. 
Otherwise, for all je Nf such that the conditions c- rmax (j)~r(B(iJ))Ir-r,i,(j) 
and J( j, 2) + J( j, A) hold, set ’ : 
’ Negative indices are used for the efficient solutions obtained from negative values of A 
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kj t kj - 1) _~“j(j)=J(j,X) and E,tEjUlyki(j)}. 




-d,@(J), u)/d,(A(X), u), if &@(I;), u) > 0, 
-00, otherwise. 
Update the balanced tree and go back to step 6. 
Step 10. Let k,,,,(j) = k, for all jeNJ and stop. 
It is possible that at steps 1 and 6 there were several arcs u E U, such that 6, = ;i, 
meaning that there would be more than one arc to introduce in the shortest path 
tree, which corresponds to degeneracy in the associated shortest path problem. Since 
we cannot introduce more than one arc in the shortest path tree at each iteration, 
the degeneracy will be solved by allowing the same value X for more than one itera- 
tion: at each iteration the degeneracy is solved for only one node, introducing only 
one arc in the shortest path tree. The complexity of this algorithm is given by: 
Theorem 6. If UN values r,, are positive, then Algorithm 1 is pseudopolynomial and 
runs in O(Rm, log n,) time, where R=P-mini.., {r,,,(j)}, ml is the cardinality 
of U, and n, is the cardinality of N, U Nf. 
Proof. The value 6, associated to each arc u =(a,6) is computed each time the 
current optimal paths from s to a or from s to b are modified. Since the values 
r(y(a, A)) and r(g(b, ,I)) are monotonically decreasing with respect to A during phase 
I (monotonically increasing during phase II), the maximum number of changes in 
the difference r(g(b, A)) - r(j(a, A)) (and so the maximum number of changes in the 
values of 6,) is bounded by 2R. Since there are m, arcs to be considered, there will 
be 2m, R calculations of values 6, in the worst case. Since it is possible to insert, 
to delete or to modify each value in the balanced tree in O(log n,) operations, the 
global complexity of Algorithm 1 is O(Rm, logn,). 0 
Algorithm 1 is also an algorithm for solving the parametric shortest path problem 
where the arcs have lengths c, + Lr,. A particular case of this problem, where r, = 1 
for all arcs, has been studied by Karp & Orlin [S]. Though Algorithm 1 applies to 
a more general problem (where the values of ru are arbitrary), it may be used to 
derive the results obtained by Karp and Orlin. In fact, in their particular case, the 
maximum number of distinct resource consumption values of the paths from s to 
each node of N, U Nf is bounded by (n, - l), since the paths are required to be ele- 
mentary, and the Algorithm 1 turns out to be polynomial, running in O(n, m, log n,) 
operations. 
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4. Obtaining feasible solutions for the problem [DCSP] 
We can now describe an algorithm that obtains feasible solutions for the problem 
[DCSP], using the sets EJ of efficient solutions generated by Algorithm 1. 
In this algorithm, the sets of efficient solutions are explored in such a way as to 
minimize the total search time. At step 2 we choose a final solution z(j) which will 
be combined with the various efficient solutions yk(j) obtained during the first 
phase of Algorithm 1. Remember that these efficient solutions are generated in an 
order such that we have always r(yk(j))>r(ykil (j)). Thus, as soon as a feasible 
solution of [DCSP] is obtained by combination with z(j), we can stop the search 
of E,, since all the other feasible solutions using z(j) will have larger costs. The 
same criterion is used during the search of the efficient solutions generated during 
the second phase of Algorithm 1, and similar criteria are used to eliminate the 
efficient solutions that cannot belong to a feasible path. 
Algorithm 2 (generation of the feasible solutions of problem [DCSP]) 
Step 0. Generate the sets Ej for all nodes jeNf by using Algorithm 1: 
El = {_#(j) ) _#(j) is an efficient solution and 
k=k,i,(j),...,O,...,k,,,(j)}. 
Let l?=Nf and UB=+m. 
Step 1. If N=0 then go to step 9. Otherwise, choose .jeN and let 
X = X,,(G,) and fl+ /v- {j}. 
Step 2. If X= 0, then go back to step 1. Otherwise, let k = 0 and choose z(j) E X. 
Step3. Let x=yk(j)@&). If r.x<rthen go to step 5. If r.x>r, then go to step 
4. If c.x<UB, then let UB+-c.x and Rex. Go to step 8. 
Step 4. If k< k,,,(j), then set k +- k + 1 and go back to step 3. 
Step 5. If kmi,(j) = 0, then go to step 8. Otherwise, let k = -1. 
Step 6. Let x=yk(j)@Z(j). If r.x>rthen go to step 8. If r.x<_r, then go to step 
7. If c.x<UB, then let UB+c.x and R+x. Go to step 8. 
Step 7. If k> k,,,(j), then set k + k - 1 and go back to step 6. 
Step 8. Let X+X- {z(j)} and go back to step 2. 
Step 9. Stop: R is the best feasible solution obtained. 
5. Computational results and conclusions 
Algorithm 2 was applied to doubly constrained shortest path problems obtained 
by relaxing O-l knapsack problems with an equality type constraint. In this case, 
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the graphs considered are sequential graphs associated to 
a ‘x = b module(m), 
where a = (~7~) is an integer valued n-vector, b and m are integers and x=(x,) is a 
n-vector of O-l bivalent variables. Ribeiro [13] and Minoux & Ribeiro [12] present 
a detailed study of this type of problem and of its use in the resolution of O-l knap- 
sack problems with an equality constraint. Several criteria for obtaining the discon- 
necting set Nf for this kind of graph have been tested: 
Criterion 1. Keep in N2 the variables having the smallest lengths cJ: this criterion 
is oriented towards obtaining feasible paths with low costs (thus, with this criterion, 
better feasible solutions are usually obtained). 
Criterion 2. Keep in N2 the variables having the smallest coefficients rj: this cri- 
terion is oriented towards minimizing the computing time necessary to obtain the 
feasible paths. 
Criterion 3. Keep in Nz the variables having the smallest products cjrj: this cri- 
terion is intended to represent a compromise between the first two criteria, and is 
oriented towards obtaining fairly good feasible paths in reduced computing times. 
The graphs considered had up to 50000 nodes and 100000 arcs. The application 
of Algorithm 2 to 10 problems of this size leads to the results shown in Table 1. 
These results show that the third criterion seems to be the most attractive one for 
practical purposes: the optimal solution is obtained in almost all the cases and the 
average number of efficient solutions generated (thus the computing times) is lower 
than what was obtained by the first criterion. In view of these results the algorithm 
can be considered to behave quite satisfactorily, since in practice it always obtained 
a feasible path, and this path indeed was, in the huge majority of cases, the exact 
optimal solution. 
As a conclusion, we may say that the success of the approach presented here 
seems to confirm the relevance of the concept of an efficient solution for getting 
good approximate solutions to hard combinatorial optimization problems. Also we 
observe that the basic ideas presented here could easily be extended to quite a few 
Table I 
Results of the application of Algorithm 2 to 10 problems. Average error = ‘c~-c~x*~/c~x*, where X 
is the approximate solution and x* is the optimal solution. 
Average number of effi- Number of problems for Observed (average) 
cient solutions generated which the optimal solution relative error over 10 
for each node of N, was obtained problems 
Criterion 1 8.9 IO/10 0.00% 
Criterion 2 5.8 6/10 7.87% 
Criterion 3 6.5 9/10 0.25% 
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other classes of discrete programming problems, at least those for which the asso- 
ciated parametric problem can be solved efficiently e.g., by a polynomial or pseudo- 
polynomial algorithm. 
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